Mobile telephone numbers and/or email addresses

If you have provided these to us as a means of contact they will form part of your NHS medical record.

At present, we will use them in the following ways but as this forms part of your medical record it may be used by us and other NHS providers in other ways

Mobile Telephone Number

	If we need to speak to you we might use your mobile telephone number if we cannot contact you on your landline

If we need to speak to you and it is the only telephone number we have on record for you
We will send you text reminders of any appointments you might have with the doctor or nurse and you will have the opportunity to cancel that appointment by return text message if you are unable to attend
	In the event of a clinic being cancelled we will send you a text message informing you that you will need to rebook your appointment
	We may send you a text message inviting you to make an appointment for any medical reviews that are due or, if you are eligible, for a vaccination such as Flu or Shingles for example
	We may send you a text message regarding surgery news
We may ask you to answer a brief survey question 

Email Addresses

	We will use your email address to inform you of any surgery news including the occasional survey
	We will use your email address to invite you to make an appointment for any medical reviews that are due or, if you are eligible, for a vaccination such as Flu or Shingles for example
	We may use your email address to contact you if we need to speak to you and fail to do so by any other means 



It is essential that any mobile telephone number and/or email address that you provide is for your use only. If you share a mobile telephone number or email address you must be aware that messages may contain information regarding future appointments or medical reviews due for any person linked to that number or email address.
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